My City Centre – an open community brief
The My City Centre York project aims to create a vision to sustain a thriving city
centre that appeals to residents, businesses and visitors alike.

Creating an open community brief
We've undertaken a full schedule of engagement with a wide range of residents,
local businesses and advocacy groups using a comprehensive survey, social media
engagement and targeted workshops, which began before the COVID-19 pandemic,
in March 2020, and restarted in May 2021, in line with government guidance.
The varied perspectives and results gathered will help us meet the social, economic
and environmental needs of York and its communities.
My City Centre follows the successful approach to engagement developed
through the My Castle Gateway; the ‘My’ approach places the public and other
important voices at the heart of the process to answer some of the biggest
challenges faces the city.
My City Centre York is an open conversation with a range of voices, including:




businesses
residents
visitors

We'll use the conversation to shape a preferred 'strategic vision', which will be taken
to the council’s Executive for approval.
This will follow 3 key principles:
1. Build a brief (that’s what you are reading now)
o Use a variety of engagement tools to gain an understanding of a
diverse range of people’s needs and ideas
o Make these ideas and differing perspectives visible
2. Explore Challenges
o Cultivate an open public debate about complex issues
o Share and explain challenges, decisions and compromises throughout
3. Make change together
o Build ongoing networks to retain involvement, as well as long term
community influence in decision-making, design and delivery
The My City Centre York vision takes into account the impacts of COVID-19, which
has increased the pace of change in some areas of our city, like the huge increase in
online spending. The coronavirus pandemic also presented new challenges,
including ongoing home or hybrid working, and the impact that has on daily footfall,
as well as presenting exciting new opportunities.
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This community brief summarises the varied views of York’s residents,
communities of interest and local businesses.
Engagement shaping the vision
We've brought together overarching 'themes' raised from previous engagement and
consultations in the My City Centre York project; (see the results of the original
My City Centre York consultation) and used these to continue the My City Centre
York conversation, whilst also considering the new challenges and opportunities
COVID-19 has presented to the city centre.
The themes covered by engagement cover all areas life, leisure, and work in York,
including:









buildings and spaces
events and markets
our high streets
our riversides
our relationship with tourism
how we access the city centre
evening economy
our efforts to remain family friendly

Understanding perspectives of diverse individuals
and communities
We've engaged with a range of York residents, businesses and groups on the My
City Centre York 'themes' to help shape our vision and better understand the
perspectives of the diverse individuals and communities that make York.
Find out more about:





engagement with groups and organisations
engagement with stakeholders
engagement with residents
digital engagement

Engagement with groups and organisations
As part of engagement work, we met with a wide range of groups and organisations,
including:





York BID board
Ward committees, including Guildhall
York Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Association
York Trader’s Association Roundtable
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Business Leaders Network
Indie York
The Property/Retail forum
York Carers Action Group
York Retail Forum
North Yorkshire Police
Canal & River Trust
York St. John University
University of York
York and North Yorkshire Chamber of Commerce

Engagement with stakeholders
In order to help shape the engagement approach and vision, a My City Centre
stakeholder group was formed. The group features members from a variety of
partner organisations, such as:










York BID
York CVS
York Civic Trust
York Minster
York Property Forum
York Museums Trust
York Hospitality Association
York Food and Drink Festival
Make It York

Members of the stakeholder group provide different perspectives on the city centre
and have been able to provide valuable feedback on the My City Centre engagement
work that has already been undertaken.

Engagement with residents
We also wanted to involve residents of different ages (including young people) and
from different parts of the city in the conversations around the city centre.
Students from the University of York took part in the Transform Challenge, where 30
students engaging in debates around the challenges and opportunities facing York’s
city centre.
Targeted social media took place to further the My City Centre conversation. We
asked thought-provoking and engaging questions to York residents on social media.

Top social media responses
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We asked: "What's the one thing residents loved about York city centre?" This post
reached 4,496 people and 420 people engaged with the post
We asked: "What would residents like to change about York city centre?" This post
reach 9,909 people and 1,799 people engaged with the post

1,346 people responded to the My City Centre resident survey (published alongside
a specific 'business survey'), which was advertised online and in the council
publication Our City, which is delivered to every household in York.

Map showing location of survey respondents
Three quarters of the total respondents were York residents, with a quarter living in
the city centre itself.






206 locations had 1 to 2 respondents (palest points on the map)
89 locations had 2 to 3 respondents
36 locations had 3 to 4 respondents
14 locations had 4 to 5 respondents
14 locations had 5 to 10 respondents (darkest points on the map)

A total of 1050 respondents indicated their age range:
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3% were aged 16 to 24 years
19% were aged 25 to 39 years
26% were aged 40 to 55 years
8% were aged 56 to 59 years
12% were aged 60 to 64 years
29% were aged 65+ years

While older people are over-represented, the second phase of engagement will
better target young people, taking advantage of the lighter restrictions to use more
direct engagement like face to face meetings.
A total of 764 respondents indicated their ethnic group:







90% answered White - English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
4% answered White - other background
1% answered white - Irish
1% answered Mixed - White and Asian
1% answered Any other Mixed/multiple ethnic background
3% answered prefer not to say

A total of 1027 respondents indicated their gender:





42% answered male
56% answered female
1% answered Non-binary/Gender variant
1% answered prefer not to say

A total of 759 respondents indicated their religion or belief:






55% answered no religion
34% answered Christian
1% answered Buddhist
4% answered other
6% answered prefer not to say

A total of 761 respondents indicated their employment status:





46% answered full time
17% answered part time
4% answered unemployed
33% answered other (including retired, self-employed, student and unable to work
due to health/disability)

A total of 757 respondents indicated their carer status:




89% answered not a carer
10% answered carers
1% answered prefer not to say

A total of 1088 respondents indicated their disability status:


80% answered not disabled
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16% answered disabled
5% answered prefer not to say

A total of 116 respondents answered yes to being disabled, and indicated their
disability:






58% answered physical impairment
47% answered long-standing illness or health condition (not asked in paper survey)
25% answered mental health condition
18% answered sensory impairment
4% answered learning disability

A total of 340 respondents indicated their Blue Badge status:



79% did not have a blue badge
21% had a blue bagde

Digital engagement
To bolster the survey and meeting engagement, wide-ranging conversations were
held across social media. Activity was designed to unpick key themes around the My
City Centre conversation. See a summary of digital engagment activity.
‘My City Centre Voices’, a series of voxpop videos, were also developed, which
brought together a variety of perspectives on York’s city centre from city partners
and advocates, such as Professor Kiran Trehan, Pro-Vice Chancellor for
Partnerships and Engagement, who explained the role the Guildhall will play in
York’s city centre, and Emily Pickard from York Mumbler, who discussed
opportunities to improve York’s family friendly appeal and facilities.
View the videos on our YouTube channel.
A My City Centre debate and Q&A was also held on our Facebook channel. This
brought together key stakeholders for a discussion on the opportunities and
challenges facing York’s city centre and featured stakeholders from York BID, Indie
York, York Property Forum, Spark:York and York Mumbler, alongside the council.
On a weekly basis, our social media channels were also used to ask thoughtprovoking and open questions about the city centre, asking residents to tell us: what
they loved about York city centre, what they would change and what they would like
to do. A large number of residents commented on social media posts which helped
to produce a significant amount of qualitative data to complement the My City Centre
survey.
Summary of digital engagement activity

Focus of engagement

Content of engagement

Platforms used as part
of the engagement
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My City Centre
conversation starters

1. The one thing I
Facebook, Twitter,
love about York
Instagram
city centre is
2. What would you
like to change
about York city
centre
3. What is the one
thing you’d like to
do in York city
centre

My City Centre Voices (a
collection of short videos
offering different
perspectives on My City
Centre York to help
stimulate conversations)

1. York Food
Festival – Michael
Hjort
2. York Mumbler –
Emily Pickard
3. The University of
York – Professor
Kiran Trehan
4. BOXXE – Phil
Doye
5. First York – Marc
Bichtemann

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, LinkedIn

Promotion of the My City
Centre York survey

1. My City Centre –
residents survey
2. My City Centre –
business survey

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, LinkedIn

My City Centre York
Facebook Live Q&A and
short videos

1. My City Centre –
live Q&A and
debate
2. My City Centre
debate clip –
Access
3. My City Centre
debate clip –
York’s changing
high street
4. My City Centre
debate clip – the
importance of
York’s
independent
businesses

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, LinkedIn
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Additional engagement

1. Interactive map – Facebook, Twitter,
tell us your
LinkedIn, City of York
favourite, or least Council website
favourite part of
the city centre
2. My City Centre
Bingo – What
activities have
you done in York
city centre over
the past year
3. My City Centre
York interactive
map – we asked
people in York to
tell us what parts of
the city centre they
liked or disliked by
contributing to an
online map.

Press coverage and press
releases

1. Join the
conversation on
My City Centre
(project launch)
2. What would you
change to
improve York’s
city centre – York
Mix
3. What would you
change about
York – Council
asks residents

City of York Council
website, York Press, York
Mix

My City Centre York social media accounts were used, alongside our corporate
social media accounts, and press coverage, as part of digital engagement activity.

My City Centre York ongoing engagement
While city centre engagement has been extensive to date, this is an ongoing
conversation and we are still eager to hear more perspectives.
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We're publishing this My City Centre York 'open brief' alongside some of the key
talking points and ideas which have emerged from the first round of engagement.
By taking a closer look at 'key questions' in each of the themes covered by
engagement, we can test that we’re heading in the right directions, and welcome
new voices to the conversation.

Themes covered by engagement
We discussed a variety of 'themes' as part of My City Centre York conversations
relating to the 'open brief', including:















every space matters
a varied high street
markets
events, experiences and investment in public spaces
embrasing our riversides
heritage and our modern city
family friendly city centre
evening Economy
making tourism work for York
city living
arriving in the city centre
a city for all
technology
carbon and climate

Each theme brings about 'key questions', which the My City Centre York vision will
aim to address.

Every space matters
Inevitably, the impact of COVID-19 has resulted in empty buildings and spaces
throughout our city centre. The sharp rise in online shopping is predicted to continue
beyond the pandemic, so it’s important to take this economic trend into account
when planning the reinvigoration of our city centre in the short and longer term.
On a more optimistic note, the success of Spark:York – the community space
located in Piccadilly and home to small independent businesses, including street
food, bars, retail, co-working spaces and entertainment – has created an appetite for
similar independent and pop up locations around the city. While the development
does have detractors, there are many respondents who believe it offers something
different and positive for York, a place for entrepreneurs and changes Piccadilly for
the better. There is also an opportunity to occupy vacant properties above new
shops now adorning the high streets, providing more space to live, work and play in
the city centre.
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When asked in the My City Centre survey, residents’ preferred uses for converted
empty spaces in York to be retail start-ups (71%), creative spaces (58%), homes
(42%) and leisure (41%), which provides a balanced mix of exciting new
opportunities for our city centre. Similarly, comments on social media showed
support for up and coming retailers. Residents felt that there was a need for more
‘independent boutiques’ and ‘everyday’ shops, which would help to provide a more
varied retail offer.
Key question


How can we encourage temporary and pop up uses of empty buildings and spaces to
provide opportunities for retail start-ups and creative spaces?

A varied high street
A varied and vibrant high street should provide everything needed to enjoy living in
and visiting York’s city centre, from retail and shopping opportunities to health and
wellbeing, banking and places for communities to meet and play.
When asked about their current needs from York’s city centre, 34% of survey
respondents said they do not feel it meets their needs during the day. A shortage of
shops was the main reason cited. When asked what they would like to do in the city
centre in future, the top answer was have access to a better and wider range of
shops, particularly independents, which is consistent with our resident engagement
around making the best use of empty buildings and spaces. A specific example of
this was an overwhelming majority of survey respondents (93%) citing that they
would like to see areas like Coney Street and Davygate used for smaller,
independent retailers.
Following the COVID-19 pandemic, 32% of respondents also said they expect to use
the city centre less than they did before the pandemic. Key reasons for this are
concerns about the number of people in the city centre, and the ‘fact’ lots of shops in
the city centre have closed. During the pandemic many York residents changed their
habits to shopping locally or online.
Key question


How can we encourage residents to return to the city centre and support smaller,
independent retailers?

Markets
Marketplaces in a city centre can act as a vibrant hub of activity for residents and
tourists alike. Our engagement highlighted valued suggestions for the city centre,
such as indoor craft markets, artisan stalls and more street food vans, as well as
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looking to other market-led cities and towns such as Shrewsbury and Leeds for ideas
and improved infrastructure.
It was also suggested for the current market to be moved back to Parliament Street
to improve footfall and increase trade for market stall holders.
Key question


How do we make sure markets thrive at the heart of york’s city centre, and serve the
diverse audiences that visit it?

Events, experiences and investment in public
spaces
Events are an important part in York’s calendar for residents, visitors and the local
economy. The My City Centre vision aims to broaden the range of events hosted in
the city to appeal to more audiences and communities, while spreading them out
across locations to make sure the benefits of increased footfall can be felt all across
the city. This includes the option for free events for residents, improving our outdoor
infrastructure and extending our summer calendar of events.
The Museum Gardens was by far the most popular public space amongst residents
engaged with, and the most highly rated for events, with 80% rating it as excellent or
good. 71% also said theatre, arts events and festivals added value and benefits for
residents and the wider city. Despite this, less than a third of York residents had ever
visited Bloom!, the Mediale arts festival or the White Rose festival.
Key Question


How can we create and support a diverse events calendar that appeals to both
residents and visitors across all areas of the city?

Embracing our riversides
Our riversides are a cultural asset to York’s city centre and help to attract over 7
million visitors each year. Despite its appeal, currently our riverside area is
underused, which presents lots of exciting opportunities for improvement, such as
floating art installations and riverside walks. It’s also important to note that any
activity surrounding riversides also needs to be managed effectively to ensure it
remains a safe leisure space for residents and visitors of all ages and abilities to
enjoy.
York riverfront was the image that residents felt best represented modern York,
chosen by 49%. 53% of residents feel that activity along the river would make the
city centre a more attractive place to live.
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Key question


How can we maximise the safe use of our riverside to continue attracting residents
and visitors into the city centre?

Heritage and our modern city
As a medieval city, there is a delicate balance to be found between maintaining our
history and moving with the social and economic times we live in. The My City
Centre vision aims to retain York’s historical charm, while creating new and
interesting spaces that add to our cultural appeal, focusing on our future as much as
our past.
The highest proportion of our residents (55%) feel that the best way to improve
York’s heritage assets is to change the way we use space around them.
Key question


How can we adapt and maintain city centre function while maintaining our historical
assets that attract residents and visitors into the city centre?

Family friendly city centre
It’s an ongoing ambition for York city centre to be a family friendly location for
residents and visitors during the day and into the evenings. Currently, a lack of play
opportunities and welcoming environments for children, like Spurriergate Centre
(which is currently closed), limit our appeal to younger families. This was consistent
with social media engagement and the My City Centre Voices video with York
Mumbler. There are however opportunities to improve the quality and number of
family locations across the city centre, with ideas such as table tennis,
skateboarding, soft play and events for younger individuals to be considered.
Currently, 63% of residents we engaged with feel welcome and safe in the city
centre during the day time, but this falls to only 35% in the evening. The primary
reason for this is the amount of drunken behaviour, frequently attributed to groups
travelling into York for the sole purpose of drinking, often starting at lunchtime on
Saturdays. This is one of the main reasons residents felt York is not always family
friendly, with one resident describing it as “a hostile environment for children”.
Only 30% of residents had taken their family for a day out in the city centre in the
year before the COVID-19 pandemic, a lower proportion than any other activity, and
only 23% planned to visit the city centre in the evening to attend a family-friendly
event. However, only 28% said that more family-friendly spaces and activities would
make them more likely to visit the city centre more often in the evening.
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A lack of suitable toilet facilities was also referenced as a barrier for families visiting
the city centre, particularly those with young children.
In addition, Emily Pickard (York Mumbler) also ran a poll on the York Mumbler group
asking the question whether ‘York city centre was family friendly’. Over 600 people
responded to the poll. A large number of respondents (81%) didn’t think York city
centre was family-friendly.
Key questions



How can we identify and fulfil more family friendly opportunities and facilities to
encourage residents to engage with the city centre more as a family?
How can we improve awareness of our existing family friendly activities, facilities and
spaces to residents and visitors?

Evening economy
The way we spend our free time in the working week has changed since the
pandemic. 32% of residents expected to be using the city centre less than they did
before the pandemic due to increased home working. 41% also said they planned to
have less evenings out to pubs and bars in the next 12 months compared to life
before COVID-19.
Only 18% of York residents visit the city centre most often during the evening, both
during the week and at weekends. When asked what would make residents more
likely to visit the city centre more often in the evenings, the top answers were
markets and shops open during the evening (49%), more free events (48%) and
different or more varied events (47%). The Footstreets hours extension was an
important factor for 41% of respondents.
This feedback provides us with exciting opportunities to create a broader range of
evening activity beyond drinking and eating, utilising museums and art gallery
spaces, hosting concerts and extending retail hours for evening shoppers, to name a
few.
Engagement also showed that residents are concerned about the number of drinkers
frequenting the city centre on an evening and the antisocial behaviour issues
associated, with some suggesting enhanced security, particularly for large groups
visiting the city, often for stag and hen parties.
Key questions



How can we create and support more evening activity in the city centre to attract
residents?
How can we ensure large parties visiting to drink can enjoy the city safely without
causing disruption to other visitors and residents?
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Making tourism work for York
Tourism brings important income into our city and generates hundreds of jobs for our
residents. Recent figures show that York received 8.4 million visits in 2018, bringing
an economic value of £765 million. The sharp reduction in visitors during the COVID19 pandemic undoubtedly impacted our local economy which continues to recover
as lockdown measures are lifted.
Recognising the importance of tourism to our city, engagement highlighted a concern
that York residents perceive that the city centre primarily caters for people visiting for
a night out (80%) and people visiting for a day out (77%) Only 36% felt that jobs in
the hotel, hospitality and tourism sector add value and benefits for residents in the
wider city. This is consistent with previous years’ engagement where the city was
thought of by residents as putting tourists ‘first’.
When asked what the most important community issue was, residents were most
likely to mention the influx of visitors to York on a weekend to drink, and the need to
get the balance right between catering for tourists while ensuring York remains an
inclusive and safe space for residents. This is consistent with the feedback shared
around our current evening economy.
The My City Centre vision will look to improve the experience for residents visiting
the city centre, including events like our popular Residents Weekend or more regular
concessions for local attractions and trips to the theatre, for example. There’s also
an opportunity to streamline tourism footfall and flow throughout busy areas of the
city centre for ease of access for residents, which could also include preferential
parking rates for affordability.
Key questions



How can we balance the needs of residents and tourists so both groups can enjoy
regular access to the city centre?
How do we attract tourists who come to enjoy the city for reasons other than drinking
and celebrations?

City living
City-centre living is desirable for many, with a number of survey respondents saying
they’d like to see more affordable accommodation built in and around the city centre.
When asked what services the city centre needed more of to make it a more
attractive place to live, the highest proportion said parks and open spaces (62%),
closely followed by free to use activities (61%). This engagement provides lots of
new ideas that could add to the vibrant atmosphere for residents, from community
barbecues to events in green and open spaces, as well as the opportunity to shop
for local produce at neighbouring shops and markets.
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The sharp increase in student accommodation close to the city centre was also
referenced, with the shared perception that students have an unfair advantage to live
in the city centre with all of the new student properties being built, while other
younger residents cannot due to cost and availability of suitable rental properties.
Key questions



How can we encourage diversity and a sense of community for all who live in the city
centre?
How do we improve the attractiveness of living in the city centre with the current limit
on green space and our heritage assets?

Arriving in the city centre
Resident access to the city centre needs to balance the needs and safety of a
multitude of groups with varying circumstances, from commuters, cyclists and
disabled users to residents who live outside of the city centre who are unable to
travel in by foot or bike.
When arriving in the city centre, walking is the preferred mode of travel (47%),
followed by car (23%) and then cycling (15%). Residents told us that cost is the
primary barrier to using public transport to access the city centre (42%) and not
feeling safe is the main barrier to cycling (37%), as well as the lack of secure cycle
parking.
One of the main things residents want to be able to do in future is to walk around the
city centre feeling relaxed and safe – various factors are currently impacting on this
ability including traffic, cyclists, and large groups who are often intoxicated.
More affordable parking was frequently requested during engagement, with the
perception that inflated prices accommodate tourists but deter residents from driving
into York’s city centre. This was also a view shared with those working in the city
centre and therefore footing the expense of needing to travel into the centre daily in
the week. Contrary to this request, a high volume of cars accessing the city centre
was listed as a concern for residents, who would like to see this significantly
decrease to improve safety when walking and in a bid to reach the city’s climate
goals.
Access to the city centre will be addressed in further depth as part of the City
Centre Strategic Access and Parking Review. The open brief and emerging
ideas from this review will also be published and engaged over ahead of
recommendations to Executive.
Key question


How do we balance the need for different access routes for all modes of transport
into the city centre for our residents and businesses?
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A city for all
There are a diverse range of communities in York, some of which find access to the
city centre more difficult than others. Opening up the city centre for all communities
and removing barriers where they exist will better meet the needs of our residents,
while improving the social, cultural and economic vibrancy of the city. The needs of
all of the communities living in and visiting our city may be conflicting, so the My City
Centre vision will look to deliver the best outcomes for all. This includes the physical
accessibility of key spaces around the city, as well as reviewing and adding to our
infrastructure to adhere to Dementia Friendly standards and our continued ambition
to become an Age Friendly city.
Engagement also highlighted possible improvements to the affordability of the city
centre for all income groups. As mentioned in Arriving in the city centre, cost is the
biggest barrier to using to public transport to access the city centre. Cost of
transport/parking and cost of going out were also listed as barriers to using the city
centre more frequently in the evening. Engagement suggested more free events
would make 47% more likely to visit the city centre more often in the evening.
On living in the city centre, affordable housing was raised as one of the “other”
responses to the following questions: “While new planning laws will limit our powers
to influence development of empty buildings in the city centre, what type of use
would you like to see empty space converted into?”, “What services would the city
centre need more of to make it a more attractive place to live?”, “What is the most
important community issue for you?”. 19% of survey respondents also said would
like affordable homes to be built in the city centre, and 55% would like a mix of
housing including affordable homes.
Key questions



How do we balance the need of York’s communities to allow ease and safety of
access through the city centre?
How do we ensure York is an affordable place to visit and live in for all income
groups?

Technology
The main ways digital/technology could improve residents’ experience of the city
centre include real time information about transport (65%), the promotion of events
and things to do (57%) and telling stories of our heritage (37%).
Key question


How do we improve our digital presence to provide our residents with information and
culture about our city centre?
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Carbon and climate
As a city, York has ambitious climate targets. In 2019, we announced a Climate
Emergency and have since set an ambition for the city to be a net-zero carbon city
by 2030. We recognise the threat of climate change at both a global and local scale,
and we're committed to delivering bold, local climate action to deliver economic and
social benefits, including new green jobs, economic savings and market
opportunities. This will be a consideration throughout all the themes considered and
discussed in My City Centre engagement.
When asked in the My City Centre survey, just over half would like the council to
focus on cycle routes and cycle parking (55%) and bus improvements (54%) in order
to meet its climate goals.
The My City Centre vision must also reflect the climate ambitions and options set out
by York residents. In a recent Our Big Conversation survey, a large number of
residents (56%) agreed that the council should employ carbon offsetting in order to
achieve zero carbon by 2030.
In addition, local residents were also asked ‘what objectives should be the most
important parts of the city’s Climate Change Strategy?’ 74% of those surveyed felt
that an ‘efficient and affordable transport system’ should be an objective. 43% of
respondents felt that the ‘creation of new employment/investment opportunities’
should also be an objective.
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